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Аннотация. В  исследованиях поли-
тической активности в  социальной 
сетях в последнее время все большее 
внимание уделяется автоматизиро-
ванным аккаунтам, более известным 
как боты. Несмотря на обилие работ, 
посвященных этому явлению, воздей-
ствие ботов на социальную сеть и ее 
пользователей остается недостаточно 
исследованным. Данная статья на-
правлена на заполнение этой лакуны 
и  предлагает реалистичную вычис-
лительную модель взаимодействий 
обычных пользователей, политических 
лидеров и их ботов в популярной соци-
альной сети Twitter. В первую очередь 
мы используем модель для изучения 
последствий применения ботов для 
популяризации лидерского аккаунта 
с помощью приобретения новых под-
писчиков и ретвитов. Далее мы иссле-
дуем возможности ботов по продвиже-
нию лидерской политической позиции 
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Аbstract. Automated social media ac-
counts, a.k.a. social media bots, have 
been gaining increasing interest among 
scholars studying human online behav-
ior in recent years. Despite the abundant 
literature on bots, their substantive ef-
fects remain understudied. This paper 
bridges the existing gap by developing a 
realistic computational model of human 
interactions on Twitter, a popular social 
media platform, that includes leaders, 
ordinary users, and bots attached to 
leaders. First, we employ this model to 
study the effects of bots with different 
functions on promoting their leader by 
gaining them extra followers or retweets. 
Second, we explore the effects of bots on 
promoting their leader’s cause through 
increasing the volume of tweets with the 
leader’s ideology. We show that bots can 
be detrimental to the leaders’ personal 
popularity, whereas the effect on cause 
promotion depends on the distribution of 
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bots among leaders. These results can 
be used for developing suitable research 
designs for further empirical estimation 
of the effects of bots.

благодаря увеличению общего объема 
публикаций, распространяющих идео-
логию лидера. Мы показываем, что 
применение ботов может вредить лич-
ной популярности лидеров, в то время 
как успехи в продвижении идеологиче-
ской позиции зависят от распределе-
ния ботов между лидерами. В  даль-
нейшем данные результаты могут быть 
использованы для разработки дизайна 
эмпирической проверки результатов 
применения ботов.

Ключевые слова: социальные медиа, 
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Introduction
The effects of social media platforms that were initially and optimistically dubbed 

as a liberation technology [Diamond, 2010] proved much more nuanced and complex, 
as these platforms have paved the way not only for new forms of pseudo- activism 
including slacktivism  1 [Christensen, 2011], but also for novel ways of manipulating 
public opinion and suppressing civil and political participation through the spread of 
misinformation, armies of paid trolls, and networks of automated accounts known 
as bots [Gunitsky, 2015; Tucker et al., 2017; Feldstein, 2019]. The latter technology 
has spawned a particularly large and diverse body of academic research developing 
new methods for bot detection [Chavoshi, Hamooni, Mueen, 2016; Davis et al., 2016; 
Sayyadiharikandeh, 2020], identifying strategies behind the use of bots in diverse 
contexts [Shao et al., 2018; Uyheng, Carley, 2019]. However, the importance of bots 
for human online behavior remains understudied. Can bots affect what human users 
consume on social media platforms? Are bots an effective tool for boosting their cre-
ators’ ability to reach out to larger online audiences?

Answering causal questions about the effects of bots empirically would require 
complex experimental designs that may be unfeasible or unethical. This paper takes 
a different approach by developing a computational agent- based model of human 

1 Morozov E. (2009) The Brave New World of Slacktivism. Foreign Policy. May 19. URL: https://foreignpolicy.com/2009/ 
05/19/the-brave-new-world-of-slacktivism/ (accessed: 13.02.2022).

https://foreignpolicy.com/2009/05/19/the-brave-new-world-of-slacktivism/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2009/05/19/the-brave-new-world-of-slacktivism/
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interactions on a social media platform like Twitter. The proposed model does not 
only allow us to capture important aspects of human online interactions on a popular 
social media platform or algorithm- induced patterns of human behavior but also to 
introduce different types of bots in the human network in a controlled way that enables 
us to measure the effects of bots under different scenarios.

We consider two main scenarios. First, bots are created and stay attached to a lead-
er on only one side of the one-dimensional ideological space. Second, two leaders on 
different sides of the spectrum are equipped with bots. Both scenarios allow bots to 
operate under different regimes that involve doing nothing, posting tweets, following 
other users, or both. We exogenously vary the share of bots in the network and measure 
distinct metrics that gauge the ability of bots to gain new human followers or retweets 
to the leader on the one hand, or to contribute to the leader’s cause by promoting 
tweets with her ideology through the network on the other.

We show that the presence of bots on only one side of the ideological spectrum 
generates qualitatively different results than the availability of bots to both leaders. In 
particular, we find that sophisticated bots equipped with multiple functions can dam-
age the leader’s ability to get human retweets, while assisting the leader in spreading 
the word through the network. The positive effect however goes away when bots are 
attached to both leaders, whereas the retweet- suppressing effect remains unchanged.

We make a two-fold contribution to the growing literature on the effects of bots on 
human behavior in social media environments. First, we develop a realistic and flexible 
model of human and non-human activity on a social media platform, thereby bridging the 
gap between empirical and theoretical research on online mobilization. Second, we use 
computational experiments to reveal and explore a previously understudied trade-off that 
social media users may face when choosing to launch a network of bots for promotion 
purposes. We show that different types of bots can be beneficial for the promotion of 
a cause, but detrimental to the promotion of a leader herself, thereby contributing to the 
growing body of literature on social media bots and online mobilization alike.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section two discusses the main lines of bot-related 
academic research and identifies some of the major gaps in the existing literature. 
Section three describes our computational model. Section four presents our findings. 
Section five concludes.

Literature review
The study of social media bots started with research on bot detection in the field 

of computer and data science. To date, scholars have proposed a variety of methods 
and tools for the automated detection of bots including diverse supervised [Davis et 
al., 2016; Varol et al., 2017; Stukal et al., 2017; Orabi et al., 2020] and unsupervised 
[Chavoshi et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2018; Khalil, Khan, Ali, 2020] machine learning 
techniques. Despite the voluminous literature on this topic, academics have expressed 
growing concerns about our technological capacity of identifying sophisticated inau-
thentic accounts that exhibit both automated and human behavior [Cresci et al., 2017; 
Grimme, 2017; Luceri et al., 2019].

The complexity of the bot-detection task is particularly worrisome, given a plethora 
of evidence that bots can be employed online for nefarious purposes, including ma-
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nipulating public opinion about important political campaigns [Bastos, Mercea, 2019; 
Uyheng, Carley, 2019], spreading misinformation and propaganda [Shao et al., 2018], 
or threatening social and political activists [Treré, 2016]. On the other hand, previous 
research has also identified some cases of more positive use of bots for coordinating 
volunteer activities [Savage, Monroy- Hernandez, Höllerer, 2016] or assisting social 
media users in staying informed about recent news [Diakopoulos, 2019].

The case studies of bot deployment for the public good or public bad have been 
augmented with research on the activity strategies employed by bots. Empirical ex-
perimental research has shown that bots with higher levels of online activity and more 
developed algorithms for post generation tend to be more successful in gaining and 
retaining human followers [Freitas et al., 2015; Savvopoulos, Vikatos, Benevenuto, 
2018]. It has also been shown that bots may infiltrate the network of social media users 
by randomly following, mentioning, or replying to other users [Shao et al., 2018]. This 
type of bot strategy was also highlighted in an agent- based computational model of the 
spread of information in a network of social media users  2 that revealed the potential 
superiority of the random targeting strategy over focusing on information hubs. This 
computational model is one of the few attempts to evaluate the effectiveness of bots 
in terms of bots’ audience or the magnitude of the produced distortions in the network 
of users or posts. Systematic empirical research on this topic is hindered by both the 
lack of experimental data and ethical concerns on the one hand, and the complex 
mix of diverse algorithms that may control the behavior of bots on the other. As was 
previously claimed, bots would not necessarily be doing something they were told 
directly. Instead, they may be governed by abstract rules [Hegelich, Janetzko, 2016].

Given these complexities in solving the puzzle about the effects of bots empirically, 
a new line of theoretical research has emerged that has addressed the conundrum 
computationally through experiments with agent- based models. Bots have been stud-
ied in the spiral of silence context with the somewhat counter- intuitive finding that 
even small proportions of bots around 5 to 10 percent are able to change the opinion 
climate in the network [Ross et al., 2019; Cheng, Luo, Yu, 2020]. Alternatively, the 
activity of bots was also modeled in the context of disinformation spread where some 
more modest estimates of bot effects have been reported  3 [Beskow, Carley, 2019].

We continue this line of research by developing a realistic agent- based model that 
captures major aspects of user interactions on Twitter. We then introduce bots into the 
network and monitor the outcomes of their activity under different settings.

Computational Model
Broadly speaking, our model builds on the idea that a good model of social media 

communication requires taking into account the indirect nature of communication in 
social media environments. Indeed, a Twitter user cannot interact with others directly. 
Instead, all online encounters are mediated by the platform interface that involves 
multiple screens with diverse content and a limited set of available actions regarding 
this content. Some of the screens may be personalized for a particular individual, 

2 Lou X., Flammini A., Menczer F. (2020) Manipulating the Online Marketplace of Ideas. URL: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907. 
06130v1.pdf (accessed: 13.02.2022).
3 Ibidem.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.06130v1.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.06130v1.pdf
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whereas others can be identical across users. In the case of Twitter, an example of 
a personalized screen is the Twitter feed that shows a user the most relevant tweets 
that have been posted on the platform since the user’s most recent login. The rele-
vance of a tweet is measured by the platform’s internal algorithms and depends on the 
user’s previous online activity and her position in the network graph (i. e., who follows 
her and whom she follows). Put it differently, the feed content is unique for every user 
at all times. On the contrary, other screens, including a user’s home page showing her 
original tweets and retweets, might look (almost) the same for everyone on Twitter.

From this screen- oriented perspective, any public communication in which plat-
form users engage can change the screen content for everyone, because tweeting, 
retweeting, or commenting modify the user’s home page and other users’ feeds. In 
addition, retweeting and liking can also affect internal platform algorithms, thereby 
making changes in the personalized screens of other users.

Another aspect of mediated communication on Twitter is the central role of a tweet. 
Indeed, in many cases, Twitter users interact with each other through interacting with 
a tweet (the only exception being following or unfollowing other users). This mediation 
is a result of the platform architecture, design, and algorithms.

We build our model around these two aspects of mediated communication. The 
model does not seek to reproduce all the details of the platform functioning on Twitter 
but instead captures its fundamental characteristics. In particular, we model human 
interactions with the screens that are governed by internal algorithms that are in turn 
affected by users’ activity. The key screen in our model is the feed. Users can interact 
with the tweets they can see in their feeds by retweeting (or not retweeting) those 
tweets and following or unfollowing their authors. All these actions make changes in 
the screens available to other users by changing the inputs for the algorithms that 
control individual feeds. In addition, users’ feeds can get affected by bots, i. e., pseudo- 
users whose activity is controlled by algorithms. As the goals of bot creation and the 
strategies behind their deployment can be diverse, our model allows for bots with 
different types of functionalities.

Overall, the model includes three types of actors that are qualitatively and quan-
titatively different. First, we introduce ordinary users. Every time they are active (not 
necessarily at every iteration of the model), they can read their feed, look through and 
decide whether to follow back new followers, make a retweet or post an original tweet, 
follow, or unfollow another user based on her post.

Second, our model features leaders. These actors stand out among ordinary users 
due to their numeric characteristics. In particular, they get activated more often and 
can read or post larger volumes of tweets. Although our model allows for any number 
of leaders, we focus on the case of two leaders here for ease of presentation.

Finally, we introduce bots into the network. These actors can only get created by 
a leader, whom these bots follow. Besides, all bots of the same leader follow each 
other. Bots have the same activity characteristics as their leader, but the specific 
types of actions available to bots may be different and are controlled by a model hy-
perparameter that was introduced into the model in order to better understand the 
effects of bots. The available action types include tweeting or retweeting on the one 
hand, and random following of other users in order to get a reciprocal follow request 
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on the other. We implement this idea of random mutual followings within a probabil-
istic framework by introducing the 0.1 probability of a follow back. Hence, there are 
in total four combinations of bot functions ranging from no activity whatsoever to 
both functions activated. Interestingly, the no-activity bots can also play a role in the 
network, as they increase the number of followers their leader has, thereby potentially 
affecting the visibility of the leader.

A model run starts with a selection of a set of exogenous hyperparameters (shown 
in table 1). We then generate the network of users as a Barabasi- Albert random graph 
[Albert, Barabási, 2002] so that the nodes could be divided into a few elite nodes 
with a large number of followers and a large number of ordinary nodes (users). The 
resulting graph is only a starting point for our model, as the graph does not include 
bots at this stage. Besides, all ordinary users are very similar at initialization and have 
no features but the number and list of followers. However, this initial stage of network 
generation allows the model to identify leaders as top-2 users in terms of the numbers 
of followers. Once the two leaders are identified, they are also assigned ideological 
positions that are controlled with the model hyperparameter leader_positions. Then, 
once ideology was assigned to leaders, it also gets assigned to ordinary users. Every 
user gets a position between –1 and 1. The assignment process is sequential and 
makes sure that the users who follow those with negative positions would not receive 
high positive values. Put it differently, the assignment mechanism reproduces user 
homophily.

Table 1. Model hyperparameters

Hyperparameter Description

m Number of outgoing edges network nodes have at initialization

numleaders Number of leaders

totalP Total number of users in the network

P Number of non-bots in the network

b Share of bots

leader_positions Leaders’ ideological positions

botshare_first The share of bots attached to the first leader among all bots

alpha Parameter controlling the distribution of activity levels over users

alpha2 Processing capacity parameter that controls the size of the processed feed

max_passiveness Parameter that controls the minimum activity level

lifespan Tweet lifespan

action_probability Probability of tweeting; probability of following the author of the retweeted 
post; twice the probability of unfollowing a user

leader_boost Leader’s extra bonus to the probability of tweeting

tolerance Maximum tolerated difference in ideological positions

steps Number of iterations during a model run
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Besides ideology, every user is characterized by the maximum time of inactivity 
and the processing capacity, i. e., the number of tweets they can read in one login 
session. These values are sampled from a power distribution so that only a few users 
receive high values of both features. In order to let the leaders stand out among 
ordinary users, they get particularly high values of two features through a special 
leaders’ bonus value.

A user’s activity status at any model iteration is probabilistic and depends on the 
number of the previous iterations when the user was not active (tracked with the 
clock parameter —  see below) and the passiveness hyperparameter. For a leader, this 
probability gets a bonus boost. Overall, the probability of user activity is computed 
as follows:

where the clock parameter is set to zero if the user is active at the current model 
iteration, otherwise it increases by one.

Network initialization concludes with the inclusion of bots that follow one or both 
leaders and have the same ideology, activity, and processing capacity. The proportion 
of bots that are assigned to each leader is controlled with a model hyperparameter.

Once bots are added, the model is ready for computational experiments. Each 
model iteration involves the following steps (except steps 6 and 8 that can be skipped 
depending on the regime in which bots operate in):

(1) All previous unseen tweets are removed from user feeds.
(2) A user undergoes an activity check. If it does not pass the check, the following 

steps are not made for this node.
(3) A new user-specific feed is formed out of the set of all tweets available to the 

user. The user will read the content of the feed up to the user’s processing capacity.
(4) If the user is not a leader or a bot, she can follow a new follower back with a given 

probability (0.1 in this paper).
(5) The user reads the feed up to her processing capacity, can follow or unfollow the 

authors of the read tweets, and can choose a tweet for retweeting.
(6) If the user is a bot that has not selected any tweet for retweeting, it randomly 

selects an old tweet of this leader for retweeting.
(7) The user posts an original tweet with a given probability fixed at 0.5 here.
(8) If the user is a bot, it can randomly follow a new user.
The sorting of the posted tweets in a feed depends on two different values. First, 

each tweet receives a value that reflects its objective characteristics (e. g., the popu-
larity of the tweet and its author’s metadata). This value —  referred to as score —  is 
particularly important when the number of tweets that are eligible into a feed exceed 
the user’s processing capacity. In this case, tweets are sorted in the descending order 
based on this value, which thereby helps identify the tweets a user will actually read. 
The score is measured as follows:
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where n is the number of times the tweet could have entered into the feed through 
different channels; indegree is the number of followers the author of the tweet has; 
retweets is the number of times this tweet has been seen by other users; subscribed_
followings is the number of nodes that are followed by the user and follow the author 
of the tweet; prefix max_ refers to the maximum values of the respective parameters 
in the whole feed.

The other value is more subjective and reflects a user’s perception of a tweet. At 
step five of a model iteration, a user selected tweets for retweeting based on a value 
defined as follows:

We refer to this value as utility. Importantly, in addition to scoring each tweet based 
on its utility, the user also checks if the absolute difference between  and 

 falls below a threshold that is set as a hyperparameter. If it exceeds the 
threshold, the user unfollows the author of the tweet or the retweet maker with prob-
ability 0.25. Finally, with probability 0.5 the tweet with the largest utility gets retweeted 
and with the same probability the user starts following its author.

We implement this computational model in Python 3 and use it to perform a set of 
computational experiments in order to better understand the potential mechanisms 
behind the effects of bots on online political mobilization.

Model results
This section presents the results of a series of computational experiments per-

formed using our model. In all the experiments, the first leader was assigned the 
ideological position of −0.5, whereas the other leader is ideologically located at 0.5.

While the leaders’ ideological positions remain fixed throughout our experiments, we 
vary the share of bots in the network starting with the no-bots situation (share = 0) and 
up to the case where bots make up half the platform population (share = 0.5). This wide 
range of values considered for the share of bots is motivated by previous empirical re-
search on the proportion of automated accounts on Twitter showing that the proportion of 
bots may vary dramatically depending on the national context and the segment of Twitter 
under study. In particular, existing empirical estimates range between under 10 percent 
and up to 50 percent [Chu et al., 2012; Subrahmanian et al., 2016; Stukal et al., 2017].

In addition to varying the share of bots across computational experiments, we 
also consider different action types available to bots. There are four main regimes of 
bot operation: bots posting original tweets or retweeting their leader, bots randomly 
following other users, bots doing all these things together, or not doing anything at all.

Model experiments with a given set of hyperparameters (including a preset share of 
bots and a bot regime) are referred to as model runs and are repeated 26 times with 
different starting values of the pseudo- random number generator (random seeds). 
Each model run includes 500 model iterations.
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In order to evaluate the effects of bots under different regimes, we measure multiple 
performance metrics that represent distinct goals that could potentially be achieved with 
the use of bots. First, we measure the ability of bots to reach out to humans by measuring 
the number of people subscribed to bots. Although this metric is bot-centered and might 
not seem substantively interesting, we report it as it is often the focus in experimental 
research on bots [Freitas et al., 2015; Savvopoulos et al., 2018].

Second, we measure the ability of bots to promote the leader’s ideology. For this 
purpose, we measure the distance between the leader’s ideology and the average ide-
ological position of the tweets that human users read at the last 100 iterations of each 
model run.

Finally, we measure the number of human followers the first leader has, and the 
number of times human users retweeted this leader. These two metrics aim to measure 
the effectiveness of bots in boosting the leader’s personal popularity and providing her 
with extra resources for reaching out and mobilizing her audiences.

Below, we report these performance metrics averaged across random seeds and 
account for the random variance of these metrics via 95 percent Gaussian confidence 
intervals. Figure 1 reports the results for the four main bot regimes. The top left panel 
of Figure 1 shows the bot-centered performance metrics and reveals that pure random 
following is the best bot strategy for achieving and retaining followers. Interestingly, this 
bot regime outperforms the regime of the full-fledged bot activity that allows bots to use 
all their functions. The rationale behind this finding is as follows. Human users make 
probabilistic decisions to unfollow someone if that user’s post (either an original tweet or 
retweet) is too dissimilar from their own ideological positions. However, if bots cannot tweet 
or retweet and can only randomly follow other users in order to get follow back requests, 
human users in our model will not have a chance to notice any ideological dissimilarities 
between themselves and the bots. Thereby, the share of human users who follow bots 
attains the maximum if bots can only send follow requests and there are enough bots in 
the network. At the same time, when all functions are available to bots, users are actually 
able to observe bots’ ideological positions through tweets and retweets; hence, the metric 
can hardly exceed 50 percent of human users who are located on the left-hand side of 
the ideological spectrum close to the first leader. Nevertheless, the performance metric 
for the full-fledged regime is statistically better than tweeting/retweeting. As one can see 
from this result, random following can get extra followers to bots.

The right panels of Figure 1, both the top and bottom ones, present two different 
metrics related to the ability of bots to promote the leader’s ideology. Unless bots can 
tweet or employ the full functionality, the average ideological position of the tweets 
retweeted by human users is located around zero, which is the center of the ideological 
spectrum (thus, the 0.5 distance from leader 1). However, if bots can tweet, they are 
able to amplify the leader’s ideology. The more bots the network has, the smaller the 
distance between the average human- retweeted tweet and the first leader’s position. The 
effect of the share of bots is particularly strong in the case of the full-fledged bot activity.

A substantively similar result can be inferred from the bottom right panel that shows the 
average number of retweets per capita that are posted by the users located on the left-hand 
side of the ideological spectrum, i. e., closer to leader 1. Here again, one can see that the 
number of tweets increases in the share of bots if these latter use the full functionality.
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Importantly, these findings are substantially different from what one could infer from 
the top left panel. If the latter signals that silent bots are the best option for maximizing 
the network exposure to bots, the former goes beyond pure bot exposure and reveals 
other types of bots may be superior for the purposes of promoting a cause online.

The bottom left panel of figure 1 takes yet another perspective and looks at what 
bots can give the leader herself in terms of the number of retweets. This panel reveals 
a negative effect of the share of bots on the number of retweets that leader 1 gets in 
the case of tweeting bots; this negative effect persists regardless of whether bots can 
only tweet or combine this ability with other functionalities. This negative effect is driven 
by the fact that tweeting bots introduce extra tweets into the feeds of human users 
thereby distracting them and decreasing their ability to retweet the leader. From this 
perspective, even though having more tweeting bots does not damage the size of the 
leader’s audience, it may have a negative impact on the leader’s capability of getting 
her online audiences engaged.

Fig. 1. The effects of bots with different functionality (single- leader bots)10 
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Summarizing the findings from figure 1, one can infer that bot deployment creates 
a trade-off for a leader. The most sophisticated bots can produce a strong boost to the 
leader’s cause by exposing larger audiences to the cause- related message. However, 
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the same types of bots can substantially undermine the leader’s ability to spread her 
voice through human retweets.

One significant limitation of these findings is due to the presence of bots on only 
one side of the ideological spectrum. In many situations, including the Russian political 
context [Stukal et al., 2019], bots are deployed on both sides of the spectrum. We now 
turn to this more realistic scenario and consider the case of bots attached to one of 
the two leaders. The results for this case are presented in figure 2.

Fig. 2. The effects of bots with different functionality (bots attached to both leaders)
11 
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The top left-hand side panel corroborates our discussion of the results of the previ-
ous figure. As it was also the case before, the pure random following makes it possible 
for bots to achieve the maximum possible audience when enough bots are present. 
Tweeting bots and bots with the full-fledged activity, however, demonstrate even more 
impressing results than bots with the random following functionality. Indeed, all these 
bots could hardly exceed 50 percent on the left-hand side of figure 1, but they achieve 
almost complete coverage of platform users when bots are located at both sides of 
the spectrum. As it was also the case before, inactive bots remain unfollowed by 
human users.

The ability of bots to promote the first leader’s cause (shown on the right-hand side 
of the top two rows in figure 2) gets trumped by the activity of the other leader’s bots. 
In fact, the distance between the average ideological position of the tweets consumed 
by human users and the position of the first leader remains basically stable no matter 
what the share of bots is. The situation is identical also for the second leader (see the 
bottom right panel in figure 2).

The personal boosts that either leader can get from deploying bots (shown on the 
middle and bottom left panels in figure 2) reveal a very similar pattern to what was 
inferred from figure 1. In particular, one can see a detrimental effect of tweeting bots 
and the full-fledged bot activity on either leader.

Thus, this more realistic case reveals that even though the deployment of bots is 
not necessarily useful for promoting the leader herself, this might work as a defense 
strategy against the cause- promotion bot effects described in figure 1. Overall, the 
benefits of having bots depend on what the goal of bot deployment is. Bots can indeed 
help increase the number of followers (although only to a very limited extent) but may 
be unhelpful or even harmful for boosting leaders’ retweets.

Conclusion
Social media bots have become a common element of the social media environ-

ment. Previous studies have shown that bots can exhibit large variation in their sophis-
tication, activity levels, or types of produced content. Large bodies of literature exist 
on the technologies of bot detection; a plethora of studies have documented cases 
of the use of bots for commercial and political purposes in a number of countries. 
What remains however unclear is whether bots actually matter. Although the empirical 
puzzle is yet to be solved, this paper makes a two-fold contribution to the studies of 
the effects of bots on human behavior in social media environments.

First, we develop a realistic and flexible computational agent- based model of politi-
cally relevant interactions on Twitter. We consider three types of users, including leaders, 
ordinary users, and bots. All the users are assigned ideological positions and some 
tolerance towards ideological dissimilarity. Users can tweet, retweet, follow or unfollow 
other users based on their ideological positions. Bots are introduced in this network as 
attachments to leaders with different types of functionalities. We then vary the share 
of bots in the network and types of actions available to bots to see how the presence 
of different types of bots can change the metrics that may be relevant to the leaders.

Second, we use computational experiments to reveal and explore a previously 
understudied trade-off that social media users may face when choosing to launch 
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a network of bots for promotion purposes. In particular, we focus on two cases. In the 
first case, we consider the bots attached to one leader only. After running a series of 
computational experiments, we show that highly sophisticated bots and bots that are 
able to tweet or retweet can contribute to the leader’s cause by making it more visible 
to the network audiences. However, the same types of bots can harm the leader’s abil-
ity to engage with the audience, as the number of retweets the leader gets decreases 
in the share of bots. Hence, the deployment of bots creates a trade-off for a leader 
who would need to choose whether to promote the cause or herself.

In the second case, we consider a polarized situation with two leaders both having 
bots attached. In this case, the ability of bots to promote the leader’s cause disap-
pears. However, the same types of bots are still able to make it harder for a leader to 
get retweets. What is common for both cases is the small positive effect of bots on 
the leaders’ ability to get extra followers, but the size of the effect is close to trivial.

Our results highlight some of the fundamental challenges for empirical research 
focused on measuring the effects of bots. One of these challenges is the dependence 
of the effects of bots on the network ecosystem. Introducing bots on the other side of 
the ideological spectrum resulted in important changes in our results. As the poten-
tial real-life cases of bot deployment are much more diverse than the ones we have 
considered in this paper, the empirical findings can be hard to generalize beyond the 
sample under study.

Another challenge is due to the variety of bots. Although this paper considered 
ideal-type situations with all bots having a predefined set of functions on, real-life 
situations would typically witness bots with diverse levels of sophistication and less 
clear patterns.

Further research is required to develop convincing empirical designs that would 
allow researchers to tease out the effects of the distinct types of bots on diverse 
groups of audiences and provide empirical measures of the effectiveness of bots as 
an amplification technology.
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